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i It is‘already known to'?rmly apply good" 
conducting metal coats to ebonite and other 
rubber articles in an easy and perfect man 
ner, without causing any change in the shape. 
of the ?nished article by a coating, etching 
and the like or without adding to the mass 1 
during the shaping of the articleto be metal 
lized' substances which at a later' stage ren 
der possible a metallization for instance 'y 
areducin process. 7 _' 

It has been found that the principle ap 
plied in the case of ebonite articles can be 
readily applied in the case of a large num 
ber of articles if suitable solvents (swelling 

However in all cases care has to be taken, 
that the massv of the ‘articles to be metallized 
is slowly swelling-in the solvent of the re 
ducing agent and the reducing agent is sut? 

0 ciently soluble in the said solvent, but does 
vnot obstruct the swelling operation-of the 
article to be metallized and that, after dip- , 
ping the article into the reducing solution 
and subsequently drying, the same, the orig'i-I 
nal shape of the said article is' not changed ’ 
inany way and the article retains the reduc 
lng agent. '. ‘ ' 

t has been found that in case of'a satisfac~ 
‘tory proportion betweenlthe'solvent and re-‘ 
.ducing agent, the' metal precipitates ‘very. 
'quicklyand'dense as well as in ‘such a thick 
layer on the material of the article, that it - 

v is not necessary‘ to subsequently increase the 
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“(Effect by galvanic treatment. ‘v By‘ simple rub 
bingbef the metallized article, a high polish. 

' leanv " - " , imparted to the same.‘ 
' _ \In case‘ it is?not desired to metallize the 
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whole article, the places which'are not to be 
covered with metal are covered with'a coat-; 
ing, which does not obstruct the‘processfof 

' metallization, but is metallized and thus pro- , 
tects the part of the article below the same 
and ‘can‘bp readily removed'with- ‘the non-' 
required metal coating after the completion 
of the metallization with the result )ofhsharp‘ 
boundaries. Care has to be taken thatthe 

. proper coating and solvent as‘ well as reduc-' 
ing agent‘ are chosen for the material‘ to be 

_ metallized. For instance a cellulose ester-lac - - 

andin' certain cases also an asphalt-lac can 
be used. - ' . , ‘ 

The following materials are well adapted 
for metallizing the articles .formed there 
from ;' ‘ . 7 ' - ' L 55 

Products of condensation. of‘casein, for in 
stance, with formaline, galalith; products of 
condensation of phenol, for instance with, 
formaline, bakelite, aswell as diverse mixed ' ‘ 
products. of which at least one component can 
sufficiently be swelled up in the suitable re 
duction solution. , 

,Emample 
A polished galalith-article is cleaned ‘of 65 

fatty substances-and immersed into a three 
to four percentage aqueous solution of hy- ' 
droquinone. Now the article is well dried 
and placed into a reducible solution of a me 
tallic salt (for instance silver).v Firmly ad 
hering metal is recipitated immediately‘. 
The article is per ectly metallized after re-~ 
peating the rocess three times. The metal 
is highly polished by rubbing. v - 
In case it is not desired to metallize (sil 
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ivering) the whole article, the part whichk 
ought to. remain free from metal are coated 
for instance with an acetyl cellulose lac.v 

_ Thecoat of lac is well metallized and can ' 
be readily removed by immersing the article 30 
with the metal coating ‘in water. ' ' “ 

I'cla‘im:—'— , _ . . 

1. Process 'of 'metallizing articles of con 
densation products of casein and albumin, ’ 
consisting in ?rst cleaning the article of fatty 85 
substances; then immersing the article in a " 
3 to 4% aqueous solution of- hydroquinone; 
then drying the article-and placing'the same. 
in a‘ reducible solution of a metallic '~ salt, 
thereby precipitating'the metal.- _ > 

-2.' Process of metallizing-articles of con 
densation roducts ‘of casein and albumin, 
consisting- in ?rst cleaning the article of fatty . ‘ 
substances; then swelling'byirhmersing the ' 
article. in an aqueous ‘solution of h' droquin 
one; then drying the article and p acing the,‘ 
same in a reducible solution ‘of a metallic. salt, ' 
thereby precipitating the metal‘.v : - _ 

In‘. testimony whereof I‘ a?ix my signature. 
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